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ABSTRACT

With the introduction of the new computing curriculum in England, teachers are facing many challenges, among them the teaching of computer programming. Literature suggests that the conceptual understanding of this subject contributes to its difficulty and that threshold concepts, as a source of troublesome knowledge, have a significant role in this. This paper explores computing teachers’ perspectives on the Threshold Concept framework and suggests potential threshold concepts in the area of Functions and, more generally, in Procedural Abstraction. A study was conducted, using the Delphi method, including both computing teachers with experience teaching at upper secondary/high school and computing teachers with experience practicing programming in a professional environment for more than 7 years. The results indicate that the majority of the participants support that the Threshold Concept framework can explain students’ difficulties in programming and agreed on 11 potential threshold concepts in the area of Functions and Procedural Abstraction. The participants focused more on the troublesome characteristic of threshold concepts and less on the transformative and integrative. Most of the participants also specified that they would change the way they teach a concept if they knew that this is a threshold one. Finally, the paper discusses the findings and how these will shape our future research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently there was a reformulation in England’s school computing curriculum in primary and secondary education. A new national curriculum was introduced in 2014 which included Computing as a new and autonomous subject consisting of three elements: computer science, information technology and digital literacy [24]. The new curriculum introduced many challenges for teachers including the teaching of computing programming [48].

The study that is presented in this paper is a part of a larger research project which aims to provide guidance to computing teachers about students’ difficulties in programming and to make suggestions on how they can modify their teaching practices to help students overcome the corresponding learning obstacles. The literature suggests that in every discipline there are some concepts that pose extra difficulties to learners. These concepts, as Meyer and Land [36] advocate, are thresholds and their understanding is significant to master a discipline. A large amount of studies has been conducted with the aim to identify these concepts in different disciplines.

In computer programming, research studies focus in undergraduate level and identify threshold concepts in the broader area of computer programming. For example, Boustedt et al. [5] recognise that the thresholds they identified and especially Object oriented programming are broad areas inside which other thresholds exist. In light of this, the current study focuses on secondary education programming and in a specific thematic area – that of Functions and, more generally, Procedural Abstraction. This is an area in programming that research has identified as difficult for students, an area where misconceptions arise [6, 17, 32, 50], and a potential threshold concept itself [2]. Additionally, this is an area that is taught in secondary computing as well as in undergraduate computer programming courses. The study’s findings will be useful both for teachers in secondary computing education and for lecturers/professors at colleges and universities.

Specifically, the study endeavours to provide answers to the following research questions:

• What do computing teachers report about students’ difficulties in computer programming in upper secondary school (grades 9-12)? What are computing teachers’ perspectives on the usefulness of the Threshold Concept framework in secondary computer programming?
• What are the concepts that computing teachers agree as being threshold concepts in the area of Functions and Procedural Abstraction?

To answer these questions, the Delphi Method was employed. This method is known as a consensus method and is employed when the researcher seeks to achieve consensus among the participants. The panel that took part in this study was made up of 10 computing teachers; 6 of them were also practitioners with experience practicing programming outside school settings for more than 7 years. Three on-line questionnaires were sent individually to all the participants and an iteration process of design, distribution, data collection and analysis was used. The data was qualitatively and quantitatively analysed with the SPSS software.

The study contributes to the teaching framework of computer programming at schools. To the authors’ knowledge this is the first attempt to identify threshold concepts in computer programming at school level as well as the first attempt to identify threshold concepts in this field by employing a consensus method. Goldman

1(c) Kallia & Sentance (2017). This is the authors’ version of the work. It is posted here for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The definitive version was published in Proceedings of WIFSCE’17, https://doi.org/10.1145/3137065.3137085

2Procedural Abstraction as a concept was among the 33 concepts suggested as threshold in the study of Boustedt et al. [5].
et al. [20] also employed the Delphi method but to identify the important and difficult concepts in three subjects, one of which was programming fundamentals.

Identifying threshold concepts could impact greatly on curriculum design, meaning that these concepts could become a central focus in the teaching of computer programming. Based on the study’s findings, further research will be conducted to investigate in more depth how teachers understand the transformative and integrative characteristic of these concepts and explore students’ difficulties when dealing with problems which incorporate these concepts. Conclusively, this study is the first step towards helping teachers design their courses and their practice around these concepts.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Threshold Concepts

In 2003, Eric Meyer and Ray Land introduced the notion of threshold concepts, concepts that present specific features and play a major role in the organisation of the education course. Meyer and Land [36, p. 1] defines threshold concepts as “akin to a portal, opening up a new and previously inaccessible way of thinking about something. It represents a transformed way of understanding, or interpreting, or viewing something without which the learner cannot progress”.

The definition of threshold concepts emphasises the new conceptual landscape which the learner crosses where initial notions and ideas, formerly not understood, come into sight. These are concepts whose understanding is necessary for mastering a discipline, but are also concepts that cause students’ progress to grind to a halt. Once understood, threshold concepts lead to a qualitatively different way of seeing a discipline and the learning experience [28]. This is the basic characteristic that distinguishes a threshold concept from a core concept. Explicitly, Meyer and Land [36, p. 4] argue that the main difference between a core and a threshold concept is that the former is a “conceptual building block”, essential to be understood in order for progress in the course to be achieved, whereas threshold concepts’ understanding leads to a qualitatively different way of seeing the subject. This indicates that a threshold concept diverges from other categories of concepts due to its transformative characteristic - an important change in the insights of a discipline - which core concepts lack.

The transformation that the learner experiences as a result of grasping a threshold concept may be abrupt or prolonged over an extensive period during which the learner will experience emotions of troublesomeness. This period is defined as liminality. Liminality is an insecure space where the learners fluctuate between old and new understandings and may find themselves in a state where understanding is mostly based on imitation and lack of authenticity [36]. As Cousin [7] aptly explains, liminality is a space just like the one that a child passes to move to adulthood.

2.2 Characteristics of Threshold Concepts

Not all concepts in a discipline can be categorised as threshold concepts. To be able to categorise a concept as a threshold, Meyer and Land [36] presented seven key features that may characterise a threshold concept:

- Transformative: once these concepts are understood, they evoke an important change in students’ behaviour and in how students perceive their disciplines. Meyer and Land [36] also believe that once the concepts are understood a potential effect is to occur a transformation of learners’ personal identity which involves a change in values and beliefs, emotions or attitudes.
- Integrative: threshold concepts not only lead to a transformation of one’s perception and understanding in a discipline but also they can influence and change how other disciplines are viewed by integrating with the already existing knowledge [46]. In other words, they uncover the “formerly unseen interrelatedness of something” [36, p. 5].
- Bound: this feature indicates that threshold concepts have borders that, when traversed, can lead to other conceptual developments [28]. Thus, these boundaries function as distinction points between subject areas, to define, as Meyer and Land [36] aptly comment, academic regions.
- Troublesome: threshold concepts can be puzzling and difficult to understand and consequently can be troublesome for students who engaged with these concepts.
- Irreversible: the shift on learners’ view of the subject and the modification of their perspectives, that occurred by understanding a threshold concept, are implausible to be forgotten.
- Discursive: the change the learner undergoes crossing the threshold concept leads him/her to express himself/herself in more discipline-like ways [22]. In other words, crossing a threshold concept will improve the way the learner uses the discipline’s language.
- Reconstitutive: this characteristic refers to the change of the learner’s identity and subjectivity once the threshold concept is understood. It involves a reconfiguration of the learners previously formed schema (constructivism centred) which will cause an ontological and an epistemic shift [29].

2.3 Identifying threshold concepts

The Threshold Concept framework provides a fruitful area for developing teaching principles and guidelines to improve students’ understandings and achievements in a discipline. The conceptual challenge that students face when confronted with demanding concepts in a subject, makes education researchers eager to explore what students need to understand within a subject in order to progress. Therefore, a considerable amount of research has been conducted involving threshold concepts in a variety of subjects and in computer programming [5, 15, 16, 26, 42, 44, 45, 49].

The review of the literature has demonstrated a rich repertoire of methods employed for identifying threshold concepts. A review conducted by Sanders et al. [45] provides a summary of the threshold concepts identified so far in Computing and the methods employed to identify them. Nevertheless, the identification process is difficult and requires time, reflection and debate. Barradel [2] suggests that it seems that in the first stages, when a preliminary list of threshold concepts is constructed, consensus is significant. For this reason, she recommends the use of the Nominal Group Technique (NGT).
and the Delphi Technique which are both examples of consensus approaches and appropriate for exploring both individuals’ and a group’s points of view.

Despite the fact that substantial amount of research studies have been conducted to identify threshold concepts in various disciplines, the question yet remains on how researchers should approach the identification problem.

3 METHODOLOGY

Barradell [2] argues that a consensus technique is vital to the process of identifying threshold concepts. Endorsing this argument, the method that was chosen for collecting the data was the Delphi Method (both qualitative and quantitative form) and the participants were individuals currently employed as teachers.

3.1 Delphi Method - An Overview

The Delphi method is usually employed when the existing evidence on a topic of interest is limited or where the collective opinion of experts would be beneficial [25], especially in research where the topic under investigation is full of uncertainty [55]. The Delphi technique is mainly qualitative in nature but it can also provide quantitative evidence depending on how it will be applied [4].

The basic design of a Delphi technique includes bringing together groups of experts, not restricted in a geographical area, who will participate in a number of rounds answering to a specific question through e-mail [30]. After each round, the participants obtain feedback of the groups’ responses to the previous round and the round procedure is repeated until consensus is reached [30]. According to Vernon [53] consensus usually ranges from 55% to 100% with the most frequent occurrence being 70%.

3.2 Delphi Designs

There are two main Delphi designs, the conventional Delphi and the modified Delphi [1]. In the conventional Delphi, the list of arguments, suggestions and generally the list of alternatives, are the product of the panel’s initiatives. In the modified Delphi, the list of arguments or suggestions is provided by the researcher [1] having conducted a literature review upon the specific research subject. This study adapts the conventional Delphi design for two reasons: firstly, we wanted our participants to suggest the concepts that from their experience are potential threshold concepts, and secondly, there are currently no studies that suggest threshold concepts in the thematic area of functions and procedural abstraction that could have been used to generate the alternatives.

Specifically, in conventional designs, consensus is reached through repeated rounds in which the participants will have to answer open-ended questions [4, 27]. The first round begins with an open-ended question which is regarded as the foundation of soliciting the panel’s information on a specific area [27]. The initial question is significant as it sets the underpinning for the whole process [10].

3.3 Characteristics of Delphi Method

There are three characteristics that are extremely important in the Delphi method: anonymity, iteration and feedback [1].

Anonymity is one of the main characteristics of this method. Some research studies advocate that collecting opinions separately is a more accurate procedure than collecting data from groups of people working together like focus groups [9]. In effect, Dalkey and Helmer [9, p. 459] argue that this method seems “to be more conducive to independent thought”. This is because, working individually, gives the opportunity to participants to express themselves freely without the influence of others people opinions [4, 27] and also assures confidentiality between the participants and the researcher. This is why in this technique all the participants should communicate individually with the researcher and vice versa.

The second characteristic is the iteration process. In a Delphi process, there is not a fixed number of rounds, although most studies usually apply a three-round process. The first is usually exploratory in which the members are asked to provide suggestions or other responses to a question [54]. The following rounds usually include quantitative ratings and/or qualitative data. The researcher should establish a criterion for when the iteration process should finish and usually this is the consensus among the members of the panel [54].

The third characteristic which is critical in this method is feedback. In each round, the researcher collects and analyses the data and return them to the panel. The members are then asked to review the results of the previous round and designate if they agree or not with explaining why they propose changes. Hsu and Sandford [27] point out that feedback gives the opportunity for reassessing initial stand points and altering them if required. This process is repeated until consensus is achieved.

3.4 The role of the researcher

In the Delphi method, the researcher acts as a coordinator and not a contributor and has a double role: the planner and the facilitator [1]. In the planning phase, the researcher is responsible for identifying the members that will take part in the study, the number that will be sufficient and the specialty of each of the participants. The issue of who qualifies as an expert to contribute in the research is of critical significance. Avella [1] suggests that the researcher should ask himself/herself of which groups have an interest in reaching the study’s purpose. He further argues that the criteria for defining the experts should include those determining characteristics that each group would recognize as those crucial to expertise. Having decided on the groups that will participate in the panel, the second decision relates to the size of the panel. There is not a standard number or any recommendations about the size of the Delphi’s panel. Bourgeois et al. [4] argue that the panel size should preferably be of around 10 to 18 individuals.

As a facilitator, the researcher’s job concentrates more on him/her taking control of the arguments presented in the panel. The researcher should ensure that the debate and arguments presented in each round are independent of the participants’ reputation and that all opinions and arguments receive equivalent weight.

3.5 Strengths and Weaknesses

The most important aspect of the Delphi method is that of consensus, especially when the situation under investigations is ambiguous [40]. At the same time, this design is easier to execute than other consensus techniques like the Nominal Group Technique. In the latter, the researcher invites the participants in a common place,
Table 1: Participants’ Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Less than a year or none</th>
<th>1-3 years</th>
<th>4-6 years</th>
<th>More than 7 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Years of teaching experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of teaching experience at key stage 4 and/or 5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional experience in computer programming</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on an agreed time that is convenient for all. In Delphi, there are no such limitations as each participant responds to the questionnaire at his/her own pace and place. Additionally, due to the anonymity, the participants feel free to express their opinions without thinking of potential criticism [12] and so this design supports the freedom of expression. However, there are some problems with anonymity which are described in the following paragraph. Finally, the very nature of this technique assures an ease of communication.

One among the first potential flaws of this research design is the researcher’s bias. To this effect, Linstone and Turoff [30] argue that the researcher may even accidentally influence the process due to its authority duties. For example, issues like who is to participate in the panel group and how the research questions are framed are sources that the researcher may put his/her own perspectives and stances. That is why, Avella [1] supports that the best way to prevent this situation is to have an external reviewer to investigate the questions in order to ensure that the questions as formulated do not lead to specific responses. The second author of this paper along with an external reviewer ensured that the above problems where not an issue for our study. Additionally, a potential flaw of this design is the researcher’s preconceptions which might influence the way that the researcher interprets the participants’ responses and how he/she transmits them in the participants for the next round [12]. For this reason, we were very careful in our individual communication with each of the participants as we realised soon that this was a potential peril for our study. As such, we were vigilant not to expose our perspectives nor constrained the production of the alternatives positions, but to trust the expertise of the members.

The anonymity factor could tempt the participants to pay less attention and not to be fully motivated to the purpose of the research [35]. This, could potentially lead to less valid and rigorous contributions. In our study, there were cases where the participants provided an insufficient explanation of their suggestions. This is a weakness of the Delphi process and one of the reasons we have decided to further interview our teachers to get a deeper understanding of this issue. Sackman [43] also contends that anonymity is interpreted as lack of accountability and, thus, the participants can say anything. Additional problems stem from the participants’ right to drop out at any state of the design. Hsu and Sandford [27] argue that due to its iteration process, the Delphi methods is vulnerable to low response rates. That is why it is important to accurately select participants that have also a personal motivation to take part in the study [31]. Indeed, during the iteration process, it was clear to us that some of the participants lost their interest in contributing to the study. One of the reasons is that it takes time to collect all the questionnaires back, analyse the responses, design the new questionnaire and distribute it again for the new round.

4 DATA COLLECTION

4.1 The Participants

The selection of the participants is an important aspect of the Delphi method. Habibi et al. [21] explain that the validity of the results is linked to the participants’ knowledge and capability. Additionally, the participants should have a personal interest for the study [31] because of Delphi’s high drop out rates between the rounds.

For this reason, the basic characteristic that describes the participants is that they are all computing teachers or previously employed as computing teachers in secondary education and have experience teaching at key stage 4 and/or 5\(^3\). Another important characteristic is that 60% of the participants have or had experience practicing programming in a professional level. Including individuals with such an experience would provide the study with a variety of opinions. Table 1 depicts in detail the participants’ teaching and professional background information.

We have also based our decision of exploring teachers’ opinions on the criticism and suggestions of other researchers in the field. Male and Ballie [33, p. 252] argue that to identify threshold concepts the most appropriate source is to collect data either directly from students or from “people whose experiences give them awareness of students’ experiences”. They further argue that teachers can identify not only concepts that are troublesome but concepts that are transformative for students which is of particular importance to this research. Additionally, Shinnners-Kennedy and Fincher [49] advocate interviewing teachers to identify threshold concepts. They note that “there, after all, is where the reality of student learning is lodged, in the day-to-day classroom experience” [49, p. 14]. They also state that the identification of threshold concepts needs both pedagogical and content knowledge on behalf of the interviewees. For this reason, Zwaneveld et al. [56] contend that this can be found in secondary teachers rather than university teachers. They further advocate an approach that employs both teachers and students for this process.

Taking these points into consideration, we first started our investigation by asking experienced secondary computing teachers to suggest potential threshold concepts. However, because we cannot see this exploration without the involvement of students, our future research plans involve both teachers’ and students’ semi-structured interviews as a complementary approach to this one.

---

\(^3\)Key stage 4 is equivalent to grades 9 & 10 and Key stage 5 to grades 11 & 12
In total, 13 individuals initially volunteered to participate in the study. None of them had previously made known to the authors his/her thoughts and perspectives upon the topic under research and none of the participants had any kind of relationship with the authors. This is an important prerequisite of Delphi studies. Specifically, an issue that the researcher should consider for the selection of the participants is the potential bias, that is, the positions held by the participants may be acknowledged by the researcher. Hasson et al. [23] argue that impartiality must be a priority in the Delphi method and for this reason, Murphy et al. [38] suggest that participants with previous relationship with the researcher should be excluded.

4.2 The study

The present study was conducted from 14th March 2017 to 1st of May 2017 and included the following phases:

4.2.1 Before the Delphi rounds. Three days before the start of Round 1, the participants were asked to read a short literature review on threshold concepts created by the authors and were encouraged to further investigate the topic by reading some papers on threshold concepts such as Meyer’s and Land’s articles (e.g. [36]). The information sheet included information about the study and the time-line for each upcoming round of Delphi. The participants were asked to complete the consent form and return it to the authors along with their Round 1 responses.

4.2.2 Delphi - Round 1. The first questionnaire was distributed separately to each of the participants by email and a week was given to complete and return it. This questionnaire consisted of three parts: the first part included questions about the participants’ education and professional background, the second part included questions about the participants’ perspectives on the Threshold Concept framework and on students’ difficulties in programming, and the third part included a task which asked participants to consider and propose threshold concepts in the area of Functions and Procedural Abstraction, providing a short description for each concept. The teachers were not asked to reflect on their own experience of when they learnt how to program but on their practice as teachers and what they believe their students experience as thresholds. The Round 1 questionnaire was sent to 13 participants who had initially agreed to participate in the study but 10 of them returned the questionnaire.

As soon as the panelists returned the questionnaires, the authors started the analysis of the participants’ responses. Responses on part one and two were quantitatively analysed with the SPSS software while responses on the third part were qualitatively analysed. The aim of the latter analysis was the generation of a list with all the potential threshold concepts proposed by the panel.

4.2.3 Delphi - Round 2. The second questionnaire included all the potential threshold concepts suggested in the previous round along with the descriptions provided by the participants. The order of the concepts was organised alphabetically. The questionnaire also included a task that asked participants to indicate their level of agreement of whether a concept is a potential threshold concept. A five point Likert scale was used with items ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The second questionnaire was again distributed by email individually to each participant who were given one week to complete and return it. All participants returned the questionnaire but more time was needed; so this phase lasted almost three weeks.

The analysis of the panelists’ responses to the second questionnaire was a quantitative one. The purpose of this round was to investigate if consensus (whether a concept is or not a potential threshold concept) has been reached for some concepts. As soon as the quantitative analysis was concluded, two lists were created: the first list included the concepts for which consensus has been reached and the second one the remaining concepts. Each list also included all the statistical information calculated in order to provide the participants with the corresponding feedback.

4.2.4 Delphi - Round 3. The third questionnaire administered included the aforementioned two lists and the statistical information generated and asked the participants to review the information provided. In this stage the participants were also asked if they wanted to change their previous responses based on the information provided for each concept. For this purpose, the questionnaire included information on the participants’ previous responses for each concept and asked the participants to add a new level of agreement if they wanted to change their response and explain the reason of the change.

All the participants returned the questionnaires and the analysis of the new responses was also quantitative, including the same statistical information as the previous round. However, according to Dajani et al. [8], to decide if the Delphi process can be terminated, stability must be reached for each concept. If stability is not achieved, then another round is needed. In our study, stability had been achieved in this round so the Delphi was terminated. As a final step, all the statistical information were disseminated to the participants.

5 DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This section describes the participants’ responses in each round of the Delphi process. In total, three rounds were conducted until stability and consensus were achieved.

5.1 Delphi - Round 1

The first questionnaire distributed included three sections: the participants’ education and professional information depicted in Table 1, the participants’ perceptions of the Threshold Concept framework and suggestions of potential threshold concepts.

5.1.1 Perceptions of the threshold concept framework. The second section of the first questionnaire included questions about the panelists’ perspectives on the Threshold Concept framework and on students’ difficulties in programming. The results of each question are depicted in Table 2.

Questions 1 to 3 refer directly to threshold concepts and it seems that most of the participants were familiar with this framework. Most of them also indicated that threshold concepts can explain students’ difficulties in programming and that they would change the way they approach and teach a concept if they knew that it is a threshold one. Questions 5 to 7 refer to students’ difficulties and whether these are accumulated on the theoretical/conceptual
understanding of programming or/and to the application of theory in practical problems. In particular, question 5 concentrates the most divergent views. 40% of the teachers support that students can write workable code even though they have not grasped the theory while a 50% of teachers support the opposite. However, there was unanimous agreement that the understanding of the theoretical framework of programming does not indicate that students’ won’t experience difficulties when they encounter practical problems. Finally, question 4 is concerned with whether teachers feel that more research is needed on the didactics of programming. Teachers unanimously agreed that more research is needed on how to approach and teach core concepts and constructs in computer programming.

5.1.2 Potential threshold concepts. The third section of the first questionnaire referred to threshold concepts and asked the participants the following question: “Based on your experience, can you suggest three or more potential threshold concepts in the broad area of functions and procedural abstraction? Please provide a short description for each of the threshold concept you suggest.”

Round 1 resulted in 27 suggestions which were qualitatively analysed. The aim of the analysis was the generation of a list with the potential threshold concepts proposed by the panel. For each suggested concept, a suitable entry was made in the list. However, there were some cases that were more challenging than others. For example, some participants provided only descriptions of the concept rather than single words. These created two problems: Firstly, many of these descriptions matched another concept already proposed by another participant. Thus, we had to put together concepts that were articulated slightly differently but covering the same theme. For example, a participant used the following sentence to describe a potential threshold concept: “students find difficult to understand that the code jump around and not executed sequentially”. This description was matched to the concept of Control Flow which was suggested by another participant. We only grouped together the participants’ responses referring exactly to the same computing concept. Similar concepts like arguments and parameters were not grouped together as they have a slightly different definition in the curriculum. Secondly, some participants included more than one potential threshold concept in one description. For example, the following phrase was used by one participant which led us to create two potential threshold concepts:

“The use of argument passing and return values to reduce the need for global variables. Students initially struggle to understand the benefit of local variables over global, particularly as they may perceive the use of argument passing and return values more time consuming and challenging than simply using global variables.”

The list was distributed to the participants to initiate Round 2. Using the description provided for each of these concepts, the authors pieced together a list of 19 potential thresholds.

5.2 Delphi - Round 2

With the list of 19 concepts, the participants were asked to indicate the level of agreement on a five-point Likert scale of whether each concept is a potential threshold one. For each concept, the following statistical information was calculated: mean, median, mode, SD, IQR, and the percentage of “agree” and “strongly agree” responses. To reach consensus the following criteria were considered for each concept:

- The percentage of the participants stated that “agree” or “strongly agree” that a concept is a threshold must be more than 75%.
- The standard deviation (SD) should be less than 1.5.
- The Interquartile Range (IQR) should be less than or equal to 1.

These criteria were adapted from the study by Giannarou and Zervas [19]. It should be noted that 75% agreement level was chosen to increase the confidence in the study’s results and is one of the strictest in the literature.

The statistical analysis followed resulted in 10 concepts reaching consensus of being threshold concepts. Table 3 depicts these concepts.

---

4For example, Giannarou and Zervas [19] adopted a 51% of agreement level.
Table 3: Concepts that reached consensus on Round 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>% (agree and strongly agree)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>IQR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arguments</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling a function</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4 and 5</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control flow</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 and 5</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters passing</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural Decomposition and Design</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>1.101</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursion</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return values</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 and 5</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>1.247</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable scope</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Concepts that reached consensus on Round 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>% (agree and strongly agree)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>IQR</th>
<th>Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test: p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arguments</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling a function</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4 and 5</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control flow</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 and 5</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters passing</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural Decomposition and Design</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>1.101</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursion</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return values</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 and 5</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>1.247</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable scope</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.317</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Delphi - Round 3

In this round, the participants were again asked to review the results of the previous round and indicate a new level of agreement if they wanted to change their previous one. Three participants in total made changes to their previous level of agreement. These changes led to another concept reaching consensus of being a threshold one, that of Abstraction, making the total number of threshold concepts 11.

Dajani et al. [8] argue that to terminate the Delphi process, stability must be reached for each argument. Thus, to measure stability for each concept the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was employed as suggested by the literature ([47], [11]). By employing this test, researchers can determine whether a difference between the data of two Delphi rounds has statistical significance thereby testing for stability of the data.

All concepts reached stability (the significance level was set at .05) and thus the Delphi was terminated with three rounds. Table 4 depicts the concepts that have reached consensus in this round. The p value of the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test is also provided for each concept. Changes in some values in comparison with Table 3 indicate a change in the participants’ opinion.

6 DISCUSSION

Studies of computer programming and threshold concepts have been conducted only at undergraduate level and, thus, this study is the first attempt to identify threshold concepts in secondary computer programming. This section discusses the study’s findings under the theoretical framework of threshold concepts. The first part refers to our first research question and discusses teachers’ perspectives on this framework and any pedagogical implications and future research directions that arise from these. The second part refers to the second research question and discusses the 11 concepts suggested as potential threshold concepts from the participants; the discussion is based on the participants’ responses as well as relevant previous research studies in this thematic area.

6.1 Teachers’ Perspectives on the framework of Threshold Concepts

Examining the teachers’ responses depicted in Table 2, it can be argued that the framework of Threshold Concepts influences and can further inspire secondary teachers’ practices: Most of the participants indicated that students’ difficulties in programming can be examined and explained under the view of threshold concepts. Most importantly, a high percentage of them reported that knowing that a concept is a threshold one would influence their approach in
teaching this concept. This was quite a surprising result considering that there are no practical guidelines to date on how threshold concepts should be approached in teaching. However, it would be interesting to further investigate teachers’ views on this matter and how they would change their teaching methods to teach a threshold concept.

Searching for the source of computer programming difficulty is not a new endeavour. Since the mid ‘80s many researchers centred their attention on identifying students’ misconceptions. For example, Perkin and Martin [39] identified four types of fragile knowledge relevant to computer programming: Partial Knowledge, Inert Knowledge, Misplaced Knowledge, and Conglomerated knowledge. Du Boulay [14] also identified specific areas that students find difficult and grouped these areas into categories: Orientation, Notational Machine, Notation, Structures, and Pragmatics. In this study, we focused on two broader categories of knowledge: theoretical and practical knowledge which on the threshold framework can be seen as a distinction between threshold concepts and threshold skills as proposed by Thomas et al. [52] and Sanders et al. [44]. Teachers’ views on the relationship between the theoretical and practical understanding do not converge. Their responses surely indicate that the theoretical understanding of programming is not enough to ensure that students will not experience difficulties while writing programs. On the other hand, their perspectives of whether the partial or lack of theoretical understanding obstructs students’ practical knowledge are almost dichotomous, highlighting the difference between the theoretical knowledge students need to understand and the skills they need to practice. From the one hand, it stands to reason that the theoretical understanding must precede students’ engagement with practice. However, there are research studies that indicate that students can write workable programs even though the misconceptions they hold have not been resolved. An illustration of such a study is the one conducted by Madison and Gifford [32].

Concluding this section, it was not a surprise to see that the participants unanimously agreed that more research is needed on the didactics of programming. Computer programming is a relatively new area in England’s secondary computing curriculum and teachers feel that more support is needed in teaching this subject. This is in line with the research conducted by Sentance and Czizmadia [48] in the UK and with initiatives that support computing teachers and provide training opportunities such as Computing at School (UK) and CS For All (US).

6.2 Teachers’ suggestions on potential threshold concepts within Functions and Procedural Abstraction

Many years of research have revealed that students experience many challenges and misconceptions when they start using functions and/or procedures. That is why most of the concepts identified in this study as threshold concepts do not come as a surprise to a reader familiar with relevant research.

Fleury [17] and Madison and Gifford [32] reported that the concepts of arguments, parameters, and parameter passing are concepts that cause trouble in students’ understanding. In her paper, Fleury [17] discusses constructed rules (false assumptions) that lead to students’ misconceptions around this area. Among them, she referred to parameters values and variable scope. Madison and Gifford [32] with their study on parameters passing indicate that students can write workable programs despite their existing misconceptions. They also refer to parameter passing as the most challenging concept in the introductory programming. More recent studies also highlight the problems students’ encounter with actual and formal parameters and the order of parameter evaluation and a function call [6, 50] while Miller et al. [37] suggest that parameter passing is a potential threshold concept. Under the lens of our theoretical framework, this study categorises these concepts as potential threshold concepts. The participants, in their descriptions, focused mostly on the conceptual difficulty that these concepts impose on students, emphasising their troublesome characteristic. However, there were cases where the participants grouped together these concepts highlighting the connection between them and, thus, providing evidence of their integrative characteristic. For instance, one participant referred to parameter passing as: “passing values into the parameters of the procedures and functions is often hard for students to get to grips with, particularly when passing variables as arguments.” Other participants linked the concept of parameter passing with variable scope and return values: “Initial students struggle to understand the benefit of local variables over global, particularly as they may perceive the use of argument passing and return values more time consuming and challenging than simply using global variables.” and “Students find difficult to understand the use of parameter passing instead of global variables.” These examples are evidence of the relationship of these concepts and the possible transformation that a student exhibits once these concepts are understood. A participant’s description aptly summarises this: “These concepts are the cornerstone of understanding how functions work”.

The order with which functions or procedures are executed has also been reported in the literature as a source of difficulty for students. For instance, Sleeman et al. [51] reported that students regard that the execution of functions begins when the program starts. Ragonis and Ben-Ari [41] also reported that students believe that the order of the methods in the program determines the order they are called. Sirikia [50] found that students misunderstood how a function call works reporting on several problems students experience. In this study, the participants perceived calling a function and control flow as threshold concepts. Most of the participants again focused on the troublesome characteristic. For example, one participant stated that “The first Threshold concept for students to understand is that the function will not do anything until it is called. Most students struggle to understand why it will not run when you have defined it. They assume that once they have defined a function and compiled it, that the code will execute”. Another participant reported that control flow and calling a function are interrelated concepts and once one of them is understood the other becomes clearer, highlighting in this way their integrative characteristic.

Another area in which the literature has shown a variety of students’ misconceptions is the notion of variables in programming. Du Boulay [14] was among the first to highlight that the analogies made to help students understand an aspect of programming are sources of misconceptions. It is undoubtedly a very important concept in computer programming and understanding is imperative.
to progress in the discipline. To the authors’ knowledge this is the first study that proposes variables as a threshold concept. The troublesome characteristic was evident in the participants’ descriptions: “students can struggle with the fact that variables can store values that can be referenced in other parts of the program and that the value stored can change” while another participant highlighted its significance: “I think this is a very important concept that goes beyond procedural abstraction’. These examples emphasise the importance of understanding variables and indicate the impact that the misunderstanding may have on students’ progress in the discipline. This concept was also mentioned many times in the participants’ descriptions of other concepts, especially, the concepts of variable scope and return values. This is probably because the concept of variable is a fundamental concept that it is connected with others across programming and conceptually involves as students move forward in the discipline.

Gal-Ezer and Harel [18] advocate recursion as one of the most challenging concepts for teaching. Using a phenomenographic approach, Booth [3] recognised three different ways that students’ experience recursion: as a programming construct, as a means for repetition, and as a self-reference. Many studies put recursion in their focus and a good summary of them is described in the study of McCauley et al [34]. In their paper, they summarise years of findings about students’ challenges, mental models developed when practising recursion, and best practices for teaching this concept. Due to its compound difficulty, some studies have already added this concept to the threshold concept repository [5, 26, 42]. Along the same lines, Abstraction as a threshold concept has already been proposed by some researchers [5, 16]. It is indeed a core concept and as Detienne [13] contends, a necessary ability for object oriented programming.

Finally, Procedural Decomposition and Design is a concept that has not been reported in the literature as either a source of misconceptions or as a threshold concept. However, in the study of Goldman et al. [20], procedural design and functional decomposition was among the 10 concepts with the highest rankings of being important and difficult in programming. Undoubtedly, students face difficulties in understanding how to break a problem into smaller parts and then create the corresponding procedures or functions. A recent study conducted by Thomas et al [52] suggests software design as a threshold skill. In the same line, it seems more accurate to regard Procedural Decomposition and Design as a threshold skill than a threshold concept. This argument was also suggested by one of the participants that had initially suggested this concept: “I think that this is more a threshold skill than a threshold concept” as well as indirectly by another participant, noting his/her disagreement about Procedural Decomposition and Design being a threshold concept: “I was at odds with the group on Decomposition and Design. For me, this is a complex activity that relies on a range of knowledge, experience and skills.” Further research will be conducted to explore Procedural Decomposition and Design under the lens of threshold skills.

Comparing the results of our study with the studies conducted in higher education, our findings suggest some new potential threshold concepts in the area of functions while also corroborate the findings of other researchers regarding the concepts of Parameter Passing [37], Abstraction [5, 16], and Recursion [5, 26, 42].

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper discusses some of the difficulties students’ face in secondary computing education based on teachers’ perspectives. Our analysis is grounded on the framework of Threshold Concepts; both teachers’ views on its suitability in secondary computing and teachers’ suggestions on potential threshold concepts in the area of Functions and Procedural Abstraction are explored. In this respect, teachers support that students’ difficulties in programming can be explained under the spectrum of threshold concepts and further indicate that knowing that a concept is a threshold could have an impact on their teaching.

To identify threshold concepts, a three-round Delphi approach was employed until both consensus and stability were achieved for each proposed concept. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study that employs a consensus technique to identify threshold concepts in programming and in secondary education. The concepts that reached consensus of being potential thresholds are the following: Arguments, Calling a function, Control Flow, Parameters, Parameter passing, Procedural Decomposition and Design, Recursion, Return Values, Variable, Variable Scope, and Abstraction.

This study found that most participants based their suggestions on the troublesome characteristic and less on the transformative and integrative ones. We also acknowledged that it is unlikely that all the concepts proposed are threshold concepts. For this reason, further research will be conducted with teachers to investigate in more depth how the concepts suggested incorporate the other characteristics of threshold concepts. Finally, we intend to investigate further if Procedural Decomposition and Design is regarded by computing teachers as a threshold skill rather than a threshold concept.
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